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Abstract — Researchers have largely focused on analyzing
citation links from one scholarly work to another. Such
citing sentences are an important part of the narrative in a
research article. If we can automatically identify such
sentences, we can devise an editor that helps suggest when a
particular piece of text needs to be backed up with a citation
or not. In this paper, we propose a method for identifying
citing sentences by constructing a classifier using supervised
learning. Our experiments show that simple language
features such as proper nouns and the labels of previous and
next sentences are effective features to identifying citing
sentences.
Keywords — information retrieval; digital library; discourse
processing; citation analysis

I.
INTRODUCTION
When we write research papers or articles, we often
make references to previous works in our own research
field. Citations serve various purposes: as evidence for
claims, as an acknowledgment of other’s work, among
other functions. We term sentences that contain such
references as citing sentences. These statements are
usually followed by a pointer to the full reference located
at the end of a paper in a “Reference” or “Bibliography”
section. Our aim in this work is to identify whether a
sentence in a paper needs a citation or not. For example,
consider the following two sentences:
Sentence 1:
“We want to build a system which can help in finding a
person’s job easily.”
Sentence 2:
“The HSQL project was led by the Swedish State Bureau
with participants from Sweden, Denmark, Finland, and
Norway.
In the above two statements, Sentence 2 needs a citation
because it refers to the previous work, namely, the HSQL
project. On the other hand, most people would agree that
Sentence 1 does not need a citation because there is no
description of previous work.
In this paper, we propose a method 1 for identifying
sentences that require citations such as Sentence 2 above.
While citing sentences are often trivially marked with a
citation marker (e.g., “[5]” or “(Brown, 1990)”), an
important distinction in our problem is that we consider
1
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detecting such a sentence when such markers are not
present. We show that our approach, which constructs a
supervised classifier from simple features, achieves a high
level of accuracy. With respect to references and other
works on the analysis of citation information [1, 2], to the
best of our knowledge, the work presented here is the first
work to identify citing sentences using natural language
analysis. Such a module is useful in a smart authoring
environment, which can help authors by suggesting
whether statements made in the paper draft need citations
or not. Such a system will take in a research paper as input
and identify the statements that need citation. It can also
be used at the time of writing a paper by suggesting to
authors whether current present statement needs a citation
or not.
This paper is organized as follows: In Section II, we
review related work on analyzing citations in research
papers and briefly describe the two classifiers we use in
our experiment. In Section III, we describe our approach
in distinguishing between sentence that require citations
and those that do not. In Section IV, we present the
experimental results for evaluating our approach. Finally,
we conclude the paper with a summary and directions for
future work in Section V.
II. RELATED WORK
We first review related works on scholarly citation
analysis, and then survey the fundamental background of
two state-of-the-art classifiers – maximum entropy and
support vector machines – that we employ in later our
experiments.
A. Citation Analysis of Research Papers
Citation information has been used for information
retrieval since the early stages of this field. As far as we
know, there are two types of research in the field of
citation analysis of research papers, (1) citation count to
evaluate the impact of scientific papers, and (2) citation
context analysis.
Citation count is widely used in evaluating the
importance of a paper because it is strongly correlated
with academic document impact [3]. The Thomson
Scientific ISI Impact Factor (ISI IF) is the representative
approach using citation count [4], which factors citation
count with a moving window to calculate the impact of
certain publication venues. The advantages of citation
count are (i) its simplicity in computation; and (ii) its
proven track record in deployment in scientometric
applications. However, citation count has well-known
limitations: Citing papers with high impact and ones with
low impact are treated equally in standard citation count.

In order to overcome this problem, many works recently
have employed the notion of PageRank [5] to better
weight and control for the influence of papers of
differing impact [6, 7, 8, 9, 10].
Citation information is statistical in nature. Therefore,
many researchers have focused on this characteristic. For
example, Kessler et al. [11] proposed to use the notion of
bibliographic coupling, where two documents are said to
be coupled if they share one or more references. Small
[12] proposed a complementary method, termed cocitation analysis, where the similarity between documents
A and B is measured by the number of documents that cite
A and B. In addition, researchers have also focused on the
potential usefulness of the text associated with citations in
specific applications, such as text summarization [13, 14],
thesaurus construction [15], and information retrieval [16,
17].
B. Maximum Entropy (ME)
The framework of maximum entropy [18] has already
been widely used for a variety of natural language tasks
such as prepositional phrase attachment [19], language
modeling [20, 21], part-of-speech tagging [22] and text
segmentation [23]. Maximum entropy has been shown to
be an effective and competitive algorithm in these
domains.
Statistical modeling constructs a model that best
accounts for some training data. Specifically, for a given
empirical probability distribution ~
p , a model p is built to
result in a distribution as close to ~
p as possible. Given a
set of training data, there are numerous ways to choose a
model p that accounts for the data. It can be shown that
the probability distribution defined by Equation (1) is the
one that is closest to ~
p in the sense of Kullback-Leibler
divergence, when subjected to a set of feature constraints:
1
⎡ k
⎤
P( y | x) =
exp ⎢∑ λi f i ( x, y ) ⎥ ,
(1)
Z ( x)
⎣ i =1
⎦
where p( y | x) denotes the conditional probability of
predicting an class y on seeing the context x. f i ( x, y )
(i = 1," , k ) are feature functions, λi (i = 1, " , k ) are

the weighting parameters for f i ( x, y ) (i = 1," , k ) . k is
the number of features and Z (x) is a normalization factor
to ensure that the p( y | x) scores sum to one and reflect
true probabilities. This maximum entropy model
represents evidence with binary functions known as
contextual predicates in the form:

⎧1
f cp, y ' ( x, y) = ⎨
⎩0

If y=y’ and cp(x)=true
otherwise

where cp is the contextual predicate that maps a outcome
y and context x pair to {true, false}.
The human expert can choose arbitrary feature
functions in order to reflect the characteristics of the
problem domain as faithfully as possible. The ability of
freely incorporating problem-specific knowledge in terms
of feature functions gives ME models an advantage over
other learning paradigms, which often suffer from strong

feature independence assumptions (e.g., in the case of the
naïve Bayes classifier).
Once a set of features is chosen by the human expert,
the corresponding maximum entropy model can be
constructed by adding features as constraints to the model
and iteratively adjusting the weights of these features
automatically to best reflect the training data. Formally,
we require that:

E ~p < f i >= E p < f i >,
where

E ~p < f i >= ∑x ~
p ( x, y) fi ( x, y) is

the

empirical

expectation with respect to the model distribution p.
Among all the models subjected to these constraints, a
unique solution exists that preserves the uncertainty in
the original constraints and does not add any extra bias to
the solution – this is the maximum entropy solution
obtained by the training procedure.
Given an exponential model with n features and a set
of training data (empirical distribution), we need to find
the associated weight for each of the n features to
maximize the model’s log-likelihood:

L( p) = ∑ ~
p ( x, y) log p( y | x).
x, y

It is important to select an optimal model subjected to
given constraints from the log-linear family. There are
three well-known iterative scaling algorithms specially
designed to estimate parameters of ME models of the
Equation (1): Generalized Iterative Scaling [24] and
Improved Iterative Scaling [25], and Limited–Memory
Variable Metric [26].
C. Support Vector Machine (SVM)
Support Vector Machine (SVM) [27] has many
desirable qualities that make it one of the most popular
algorithms. It not only has a solid theoretical foundation,
but also classifies more accurately than most other
algorithms in many applications such as Web page
classification and bioinformatics tasks.
Given a training set of instance label pairs (xi, yi)
(i=1,…, l) where xi ∈ R n is a training vector and yi
l
∈ {1,−1} is its class label, an SVM finds a linear
separating hyperplane with the maximal margin as a
solution to the following optimization problem:
l
1
min w T w + C ∑ ξ i
w ,b ,ξ 2
i =1

( 2)

subject to y i (w T φ (x i ) + b) ≥ 1 − ξ i , ξ i ≥ 0.

As the original problem may not be linearly separable, xi
can be mapped into a higher dimensional space by a
function φ . Then, SVM finds a linear separating
hyperplane with the maximal margin in this higher
dimensional space. C > 0 is the penalty parameter of the
error term. Interestingly,
K (x i , x j ) ≡ φ (x i ) T φ (x j ) , the kernel function, can be of
differing forms – linear, polynomial, radial basis and,
sigmoid functions are often used. The SVM depends
directly on the kernel function, and if a surrogate method
that yields the function values can be given, the explicit
Cartesian product need not be calculated, greatly saving
computational complexity.

Figure 1. Overview of our system.

III.

PROPOSED METHOD

Figure 1 illustrates our proposed system. Our proposed
system consists of the following four parts. We detail
each of these steps individually.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Constructing proper training and test data sets,
Extracting the appropriate features from the data,
Constructing the classifier,
Classifying sentences as citing or non-citing.

(1) Constructing proper training and test data sets
For our experiments, we utilize the Association for
Computational Linguistics’ standard research article
corpus, the ACL Anthology Reference Corpus (ACL
ARC), discussed in Section IV. We first remove
Reference section and stop words2 from each paper. We
define a sentence that contains citing information as
positive instance, and a sentence that does not contain
that as negative instance. Our idea is to use sentences that
have existing citations as training data, by removing the
citation marker. If a citation marker is found via heuristic
rules, we remove it. We then divide our dataset into ten
equal sized parts, to be used as cross validation folds. As
we perform 10-fold cross validation, we divided the
whole data set into 90% of training data and 10% of test
data and repeat the below experimental process 10 times
to obtain our final evaluation results.
2
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(2) Extracting the appropriate features from the data
In this module, we extract features from each sentence
in order to construct the classifier later. The features we
extracted are as follows:
a) Unigram - Unigram features include the words
contained in the sentences. After removing the stop
words from the sentences, each word appearing in the
sentence serves as a binary feature, turned on for the
individual sentence. Unigrams are an important class of
features as certain types of words tend to appear more
frequently in citing/non-citing sentence. For example, the
sentence, “The classification model is trained …” can be
represented with the unigrams “classification,” “model,”
“trained” (“the” and “is” are stop words), among others.
b) Bigram - By combining two adjacent words in
sentences, we create bigram features. Bigram features
help in analyzing the effect of two independent words in
combination. This combination helps significantly in
classification. Using the same example as above, we
extract the bigrams, “classification model,” “model
trained” (similarly, “the” and “is” are stop words), among
others.
c) Proper Nouns - These are nouns that give the
names of people, locations, systems and organizations.
Based on the presence of various types of proper nouns,
the respective binary features are set. This feature also

plays a significant role in detecting citing sentences, as
from experience, we know that such sentences often refer
to particular scholars, their developed systems or
institutions.
d) Previous and Next Sentence - We also can
include information about the classifications of
neighboring sentences – their citation/non-citation status.
For example, if the previous sentence is a citing sentence,
the following sentence may continue to discuss the same
work and would be less likely to contain an additional
citation.
e) Position - The positional feature gives
information about the part of document in which the
sentence appears. To implement this feature, we divide
the document into six equal parts: one part for the first
1/6th of the document, one part for the second 1/6th, until
the final sixth 1/6th. We turn on one of the six binary
features based on which part of document the sentence
appears in. These features are important as statements
appearing in certain sections exhibit markedly different
probabilities for citation. For example, sentences in the
middle or end of a research paper are likely to discuss the
authors’ own work or the evaluation and are less probable
citation areas, as compaerd to the beginning of the article,
where authors often discuss and credit prior work.
f) Orthographic - This set of features check for
miscellaneous formatting characteristics, including
specific orthographies used in the sentence. For example,
a sentence containing numbers or single capital letters
may be more indicative of citing sentences, as they may
present comparative results or author initials from cited
works.
(3) Constructing the classifier
Using the training data set described in (1), we
construct two supervised classifiers based on two
publicly available implementations of supervised learning
frameworks: maximum entropy (ME) 3 [18] and support
vector machine (SVM)4 [27] as described in Section II.
Both methodologies were chosen as they efficiently
handle a large number of non-independent features,
common to many natural language tasks. In addition, our
task is a binary classification problem – whether a
sentence is citing sentence or not. SVM often brings
superior results in binary classification tasks.

IV.

EXPERIMENTS

A. Experimental Data
We used the ACL Anthology Reference Corpus (ACL
ARC) 5 [28]. The ACL ARC is constructed from a
significant subset of the ACL Anthology 6 , which is a
digital archive of conference and journal papers in natural
language processing and computational linguistics. The
ACL ARC consists of 10,921 articles from the February
2007 snapshot of the ACL Anthology. Using the ACL
ARC, we extracted features from each of the 955,755
sentences included in the 10,921 articles. Using regular
expression pattern matching to find citation markers, we
identified 112,533 sentences as citing sentences (positive
instances), and post-processed them to remove the citation
marker. We deemed the remaining 843,242 sentences as
non-citing sentences (negative instances). In our
experiments, the aim is to identify whether each sentence
is a citing sentence or not.
B. Experimental Results
Using each of the individual feature classes from a) to
f) described in Section III, we constructed both SVM and
ME classifiers. We evaluated our models using simple
accuracy defined as follows:

Accuracy =

( Number of correct classifications )
,
(Total number of test cases )

where correct classifications means that the learned
model predicts the same class as the original class of the
test case.
1) Classification Accuracy by Cross Validation
We first conducted experiments using 10-fold cross
validation for both ME and SVM. For the SVM
experiments, we used the default settings of LIBSVM
package, setting the kernel as the radial basis function,
and the value of C in Equation (2) as 1.0. Table 1 shows
experimental results obtained using classifiers
constructed both ME and SVM. For comparison, we also
constructed an integrated classifier which uses all of six
features, labeled as “All” in Table 1.
Table 1. Accuracy obtained by ME and SVM.

Feature
(1) Unigram
(2) Bigram
(3) Proper Noun
(4) Previous and
Next Sentence
(5) Position
(6) Orthographic
(7) All [(1) - (6)]

(4) Classifying sentences as citing or non-citing
Given trained classifiers in (3), we can then apply the
trained models to new, unseen sentences. We employ
these trained models and assess the performance of the
models using “accuracy” as our evaluation measure.

Accuracy
(ME)
0.876
0.827
0.882
0.882

Accuracy
(SVM)
0.879
0.851
0.882
0.882

0.875
0.878
0.876

0.877
0.880
0.878

3
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Figure 2. Classification accuracy obtained by ME.

Figure 4. Classification accuracy obtained by SVM
with different value of C.

Table 2. Optimal values of C and their accuracy.

Feature
(1) Unigram
(2) Bigram
(3) Proper Noun
(4) Previous and
Next Sentence
(5) Position
(6) Orthographic
(7) All [(1) - (6)]

Optimal Value
of C
0.8
0.8
0.9
0.9

Accuracy

0.9
0.9
0.9

0.877
0.880
0.878

0.879
0.851
0.882
0.882

Figure 3. Classification accuracy obtained by SVM.

2) Classification Accuracy on Different Size of
Training Data
For most of learning algorithms, the size of the training
data affects the classification accuracy. Therefore, we
conducted experiments to empirically assess how
classification performance changes when the size of
training data is a subset of the full training data – from
10% to 90%. Figures 2 and 3 (both shown at the same
scale) give the experimental results obtained by ME and
SVM, respectively.
3) Classification Accuracy in Different Value of “C”
in SVM
Finally, we conducted a series of experiments in tuning
the SVM performance. In the SVM framework, the value
of C in Equation (2) — the error term — denotes the
tolerance of the SVM to accept misclassifications in the
separating hyperplane, also affects classification
accuracy. Thus, we conducted experiments to find the
classification accuracy obtained by different values of C.
Figure 4 shows the accuracy obtained by using SVM with
different values of C.

C. Discussion
According to Table 1, in the first set of experiments on
cross validation, both ME and SVM achieved an
accuracy greater than 0.82. We observed a small
difference of accuracy (0.002 to 0.024) between these
classifiers. Therefore, we can find that the accuracy of
this kind of task does not depend on classifiers.
Especially, simple features such as “Proper Noun” and
the context of “Previous and Next Sentence” bring better
results (0.882) among them. Interestingly, the “Bigram”
feature is not so effective among the features we used. As
bigram features are often very sparse, it may be difficult
to construct an accurate classifier with such few
overlapping features.
By varying the size of the training data, we obtain
slight variations in performance in both the SVM and ME
frameworks. According to Figure 2, ME exhibits more
performance variation, where the accuracy of features
such as “Unigram,” “Bigram,” and “All” is influenced by
the size of training data. In other words, the larger the
size of the training data, the more accurate the
classification results are.
According to Figure 3, the SVM framework shows less
variation. When the data size was slightly reduced (8090% of the original), a slight improvement in accuracy is

observed. For example, in “Previous and Next Sentence,”
while the accuracy at 10% of training data is 0.872, the
accuracy at 90% of training data is 0.882. Moreover, in
“All,” while the accuracy at 10% of training data is
0.875, the accuracy at 90% of training data is 0.880. In
future work, we may investigate this peculiarity in more
detail.

[9]

Finally, according to Figure 4, when different error
term values of C in the SVM framework were used, we
observed that the best accuracy is obtained when the
value of C is set to slightly lower than 1.0 in each feature.
The optimal values of C and their accuracy obtained by
each feature are shown in Table 2. Together with the first
experimental results, the results show that “Proper Noun”
and the context of “Previous and Next Sentence” features
bring the best accuracy in both ME and SVM (0.882 with
C=0.9). Surprisingly, the composite classifiers that use all
feature classes underperform classifiers that are trained
only on these two sources of data.

[12]

V. CONCLUSION
We have described a method for identifying citation
sentences by constructing classifier using supervised
learning approaches with simple features extracted from
research papers. Experimental results showed that both
proper nouns and contextual classification of the previous
and next sentence are effective features for training
accurate models in both SVM and ME frameworks. In
future work, we plan to build an editor that will help
authors write a research paper by advising them when
statements in their draft need a citation or not.
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